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Abstract

Spectral analyses of the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) δ18O record has been interpreted to show a 1/(1470 yr)

spectral peak that is highly statistically significant (p<0.01) relative to a null model, H0, consisting of an auto-regressive order

one process. In this study H0 is generalized using an auto-regressive moving-average process that is removed from the GISP2

δ18O time series, yielding a spectral estimate that is approximately level. A rule of thumb is proposed for evaluating the

adequacy of H0 involving comparing the expected and observed variance of the logarithm of a leveled spectral estimate. After

suitably leveling GISP2 δ18O and accounting for multiple hypothesis testing, multitaper spectral estimation indicates that the

1/(1470 yr) peak is insignificant (p>0.05). The proposed techniques for fitting H0 should be generally applicable to evaluating

peaks in other geophysical spectral estimates.
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Key Points:5

• A rule of thumb is proposed to select a null hypothesis for testing spectral peaks.6

• Application to GISP2 δ18O indicates that an auto-regressive order one process is7

insufficient.8

• An adequate null hypothesis indicates that the 1/(1470 year) peak observed in GISP29

δ18O is insignificant.10
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Abstract11

Spectral analyses of the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) δ18O record has been12

interpreted to show a 1/(1470 yr) spectral peak that is highly statistically significant (p <0.01)13

relative to a null model, H0, consisting of an auto-regressive order one process. In this14

study H0 is generalized using an auto-regressive moving-average process that is removed15

from the GISP2 δ18O time series, yielding a spectral estimate that is approximately level.16

A rule of thumb is proposed for evaluating the adequacy of H0 involving comparing the17

expected and observed variance of the logarithm of a leveled spectral estimate. After suit-18

ably leveling GISP2 δ18O and accounting for multiple hypothesis testing, multitaper spec-19

tral estimation indicates that the 1/(1470 yr) peak is insignificant (p >0.05). The pro-20

posed techniques for fitting H0 should be generally applicable to evaluating peaks in other21

geophysical spectral estimates.22

Plain Language Summary23

A suitable null hypothesis is necessary for obtaining accurate test results, but a means24

for evaluating the adequacy of a test for a spectral peak has been lacking. A generalized25

null model is presented in the form of an auto-regressive, moving-average model whose26

adequacy can be gauged by comparing the observed and expected variance of log spec-27

tral coefficients. Application of the method to the GISP2 δ18O record indicates that a28

much discussed spectral peak found at 1/(1470 year) is statistically insignificant. The29

seeming prominence of the 1/(1470 year) peak is explained as the result of evaluating30

a spectrum that is somewhat more complicated than a simple auto-regressive order-one31

process and the peak having been selected on the basis of its seeming anomalous.32

1 Introduction33

The mechanisms governing rapid climate change during the last glacial were char-34

acterized as unclear more than a decade ago (Clement & Peterson, 2008; Wolff et al., 2010),35

and this situation is not much changed. A potentially important clue regarding the ori-36

gin of abrupt climate change involves indications of underlying quasi-periodic behavior.37

A number of studies pointed to an approximate 1500 year cycle associated with rapid38

warmings known as Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) events (Bond et al., 1997; Alley et al.,39

2001; Schulz, 2002; Rahmstorf, 2003). Postulated models involving periodicity include40

stochastic resonance (Alley et al., 2001), coherent resonance (Timmermann et al., 2003),41
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or nonlinear pacing of DO events (Schulz, 2002; Rahmstorf, 2003; Braun et al., 2005).42

The distribution of waiting times between DO events was later argued, however, to also43

be consistent with an exponential distribution (Ditlevsen et al., 2005). Whether DO event44

timing constitutes strong evidence for an underlying quasi-periodic process is unresolved45

(Wolff et al., 2010).46

A second line of evidence for underlying periodicity in millennial glacial climate vari-47

ability comes from spectral analysis. δ18O variations measured in the Greenland Ice sheet48

Project 2 (GISP2) record from the last glacial show a strong spectral peak at frequen-49

cies near 1/(1470 yr) (Yiou et al., 1997). A similar peak was also identified in other GISP250

ice-core measurements (Mayewski et al., 1997) and marine sediment core records of sim-51

ilar age from the North Atlantic (Stocker & Mysak, 1992). Previous analyses suggest that52

the 1/(1470 yr) peak in Greenland δ18O is highly statistically significant (p < 0.01) on53

the basis of comparing the spectral estimate against a null model, H0, consisting of an54

auto-regressive order one process, AR(1) (Schulz, 2002; Schulz & Mudelsee, 2002). It is55

known that DO timing is related to the spectral peak at 1/(1470 years) (Schulz, 2002),56

but absent an accepted model for the timing of DO events, the exact relationship is un-57

clear.58

As emphasized some time ago (Wunsch, 2000), it would be a remarkable discov-59

ery if the DO events, or other aspects of last glacial climate, exhibited quasi-periodic be-60

havior. Such behavior would indicate the presence of important quasi-periodic forcing,61

internal processes that cause the climate system to be highly sensitive in a narrow band62

of frequencies, or some combination of both. Because such a discovery would be remark-63

able, it should be scrutinized.64

In the following, the significance of 1/(1470 yr) spectral peak found in GISP2 δ18O65

is examined. Focus is upon selecting an appropriate H0 because, as pointed out gener-66

ally by Vaughan et al. (2011), insufficient representations of H0 can readily lead to as-67

signing spurious significance to spectral peaks. Spectral estimates of geophysical time68

series are commonly evaluated relative to a null spectral model based on an AR(1) pro-69

cess (e.g. Mann & Lees, 1996; Von Storch, 1999). Ditlevsen et al. (2005), however, pointed70

out that an AR(1) process gives a poor fit to the GISP2 δ18O spectral estimate. Other71

processes have also been proposed for representing H0 including integrated and moving-72

averages (Box et al., 2015; Klaus et al., 2015), use of a portion of the sample auto-correlation73
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function (Priestley, 1981; Garrido & Garćıa, 1992; Goff, 2020), and power-law distribu-74

tions (Vaughan, 2005). Which of these processes, if any, is an adequate representation75

of H0 for GISP2 δ18O during the last glacial is unclear.76

2 Methods77

2.1 A null spectral model78

A model of H0 is postulated that admits for fitting the observed spectral estimate79

to varying detail. By Wold’s theorom, either an auto-regressive (AR) or moving aver-80

age (MA) model can represent any stationary time-series given a sufficiently high order.81

Whether GISP2 δ18O is stationary is highly questionable, but it is nevertheless found82

that using a combined AR and MA process allows for a parsimonious representation of83

H0 for the GISP2 δ18O spectral estimate. The ARMA model is,84

x(t) = εt +

p∑
n=1

anxt−n +

q∑
n=1

mnε(t− n), (1)

where x(t) is the time-series of interest, an are AR coefficients up to order p, and mn85

are MA coefficients up to order q (Box et al., 2015). The terms involving ε(t) represent86

the innovations, or, new information at each time step, that the ARMA process acts upon.87

The various null models that will be considered are expressed in terms of the order of88

the AR and MA process involved, H0(p,q).89

Eq. 1 is fit in the time domain using an iterative maximum likelihood approach (Box90

et al., 2015). For purposes of illustrating H0, note that the spectral representation of the91

associated ARMA process is,92

H∗
0 (s) =

∣∣∣∣1 +
∑q
n=1mne

−i2πsnδt

1 −
∑p
n=1 ane

−i2πsnδt

∣∣∣∣2 , (2)

where δt is the time interval between observations in x, and s is frequency.93

The multitaper method (Thomson, 1982) is used to estimate spectral density, P (s).94

If P (s) is estimated using ε(t), as opposed to x(t), the result is referred to as hav-95

ing been leveled according to H0(p,q). In particular, if ε(t) is independent and normally96

distributed, the expected value of P is level in the sense of being constant with frequency,97

an operation also referred to as pre-whitening (Priestley, 1981). Values for ε(t) are ob-98

tained by inverting x(t) conditional on the specified ARMA coefficients (Box et al., 2015).99
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If level, the distribution of P is expected to follow a gamma distribution,100

f(P ) =
P k−1

Γ(k)θk
e−

P
θ , (3)

where Γ is the gamma function. The shape parameter, k, equals the degrees of freedom101

in the spectral estimate divided by two. For a multitaper spectral estimate, k equals the102

number of tapers applied. The scale parameter, θ, equals σ2/k, where σ2 is the variance103

of ε(t) when P (s) is normalized such that its mean across frequency equals the variance104

of ε(t). Note that setting θ = 2 and substituting k = d/2 in Eq. 3 gives the chi-square105

distribution with d degrees of freedom.106

Eq. 3 can be transformed using the natural logarithm of P ,107

f(lnP ) =
P k

Γ(k)θk
e−

P
θ , (4)

for which there are two principal advantages. First, the variance of lnP only depends108

on the degrees of freedom in the estimate, Ψ3(k), where Ψ3 is the trigamma function.109

In order to gauge the adequacy of H0, Ψ3 is compared against the the sample variance110

of the logarithm of the leveled spectral estimate,111

ψ =
N

2

∑
s

(lnP (s))2. (5)

N is the number of data points in ε(t) and is assumed even.112

A second advantage to using the logarithmic transform is that the variance of lnP113

is less sensitive to concentrations of spectral energy than P . In Section 4 it is shown that114

ψ is not especially biased by a quasi-periodic contribution consistent with the GISP2 ob-115

servations, though a larger quasi-periodic contribution could bias ψ high to the point of116

indicating an overly-stringent formulation of H0. In such a case, an iterative approach117

can be applied whereby the most significant spectral peak is removed, H0 refit, and the118

process repeated until no further significant peaks are identified (Hannan, 1961).119

Eq. 5 provides a rule-of-thumb for purposes of evaluating whether H0 is plausible.120

More-specific tests for the goodness-of-fit of lnP to a log-gamma distribution could be121

applied such as the Kolmogorov–Smirnov or Cramér–von Mises tests. The significance122

of such a test, however, would need to be interpreted in the context of the autocorrela-123

tion between neighboring spectral density estimates and demand a Monte Carlo eval-124

uation of significance levels. Section 4 presents Monte Carlo realizations but that are fo-125

cused on evaluating the significance of the spectral peak directly. Box and Pierce (1970)126
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also gave a time-domain test for whether there remains significant residual autocorre-127

lation in ε(t) after applying an ARMA model but which is sensitive to the presence of128

a quasi-periodic component.129

Two other features of lnP are also worth noting. First, the mean of lnP is biased130

negative by b = Ψ2(k) + ln 2 − ln 2k, which becomes relevant when computing confi-131

dence levels. Ψ2 is the digamma function. Second, lnP is more normally distributed than132

P . Whereas the skewness of P is
√

8/k, it is Ψ4(k)/(Ψ3(k))3/2 for lnP (Olshen, 1938).133

Ψ4 is the tetragamma function. It follows that lnP has a skewness that is 0.57 times that134

of P for k = 2, with the fraction asymptoting to 0.5 as k becomes large.135

2.2 Multiple hypothesis testing136

The fact that the 1/(1470 yr) peak in GISP2 δ18O was selected on the basis of its137

appearing especially large (Yiou et al., 1997) implies that if another frequency had shown138

a large peak, it too would have been considered for significance, necessitating account-139

ing for a multiple hypothesis testing regime. Thomson (1990) suggested using a signif-140

icance level of (1 − 1/N) when evaluating the full spectral estimate for periodic com-141

ponents, where N is the number of frequencies in a spectral estimate. In evaluating GISP2142

δ18O, Schulz and Mudelsee (2002) applied Thomson’s rule-of-thumb to Welch’s method143

of spectral estimation. Although preferable to no correction, Thomson’s suggestion does144

not account for the degrees of freedom in a spectral estimate, and a more detailed ac-145

counting appears useful.146

Multiple hypothesis testing can be accounted for using a Bonferroni correction (e.g.147

Vaughan et al., 2011) whereby the significance level is divided by the number of inde-148

pendent tests. The number of individual tests in a multitaper spectral estimate is esti-149

mated as the ratio of the frequency range to the bandwidth resolution of a multitaper150

spectral estimate. Frequency ranges from zero to the Nyquist frequency, 1/(2∆t), and151

the bandwidth resolution of a multitaper spectral estimate is k/(N∆t), where k is the152

number of tapers and N is the number of data points in the time series. The number153

of independent tests is, thus, N/(2k) and the Bonferroni-adjusted significance level is,154

αb = 1 − α2k/N. (6)
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Following previous analyses (Schulz, 2002; Schulz & Mudelsee, 2002), an α = 0.01 sig-155

nificance level is specified. For purposes of illustrating the sensitivity of results to dif-156

ferent test protocols, a significance level of α = 0.05 is also discussed.157

Eq. 6 requires no assumptions regarding dependencies between tests. An assump-158

tion that tests are not negatively correlated would also be appropriate and allows for a159

slightly more powerful test (Šidák, 1967) but would not change any of the results pre-160

sented herein. Differences in accounting for multiple hypothesis testing may become rel-161

evant, however, in cases involving a very large number of independent frequency bands162

or tests using larger α values.163

3 Analysis of GISP2 δ18O164

102030405060
time (ky BP)

-42

-40

-38

-36

-34

18
O

Figure 1. Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 δ18O observations. Shown are both the original

record at native sampling resolution (gray) and a 50 to 20 ka interval that is interpolated to

uniform resolution (black).

Figure 1 shows the δ18O record from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2)165

with ages from stratigraphic layer counting (Meese et al., 1997). Focus is on the 20 to166

50 ka interval as representing a relatively homogeneous interval of the last glacial. δ18O167

samples have an average spacing of ∆t = 124 yr between 20 to 50 ka, with the time be-168

tween neighboring pairs of data points ranging between 77 to 306 yr. To place the record169

on an evenly-sampled age scale, it is first linearly interpolated to 12.4 yr resolution, then170

smoothed to remove variability at periods shorter than 124 yr by convolving with an 11-171

point Hamming window, and, finally, decimated to 124-yr resolution in order to main-172

tain the same average sampling interval. Interpolation to high-resolution followed by smooth-173
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Figure 2. Multitaper spectral estimate of the GISP2 δ18O record between 50 to 20 ka. The

spectral estimate is made using five tapers (black line, 10 degrees of freedom) and units are

the natural logarithm of spectral power density. Candidate null spectral models, H0, are fit us-

ing auto-regressive processes of order p and moving-average processes of order q, or H0(p, q)

processes. Increasingly detailed versions of H0 indicate that the spectral peak at 1/(1470 yr)

(vertical dashed line) is less pronounced: H0(1,0) in red, H0(1,1) in blue, and H0(3,2) in green.

The distance above H0 corresponding to the 99% confidence level is shown assuming a single test

(left vertical black line, shorter) and a multiple hypothesis test (right, using Eq. 6).

ing and decimation helps reduce aliasing and makes results less sensitive to the exact spec-174

ification of the interpolation grid. Techniques are available for computing spectral es-175

timates directly from unevenly-spaced data, thereby circumventing biases resulting from176

interpolation, but such estimates are biased for other reasons and require further cor-177

rection (Schulz & Mudelsee, 2002).178

Applying multitaper spectral estimation with three tapers, k = 3, gives a spec-179

tral estimate having the well-noted (Yiou et al., 1997; Wunsch, 2000; Schulz & Mudelsee,180

2002; Ditlevsen et al., 2005) spectral peak centered at 1/(1470 yr) (Figure 2). Although181

dependencies in time series can reduce the effective degrees of freedom in a spectral es-182

timate, this issue is almost entirely circumvented if the time series is first leveled. For183

example, the effective number of degrees of freedom at frequencies above 1 cycle per ky184

in the GISP2 δ18O record averages 5.3 according to the estimation algorithm given by185

Percival et al. (1993), but the effective degrees of freedom is 5.95 after leveling accord-186
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Figure 3. Leveled spectral estimates show differing significance levels. The GISP2 δ18O

record shown in Fig. 1 is leveled using the three version of H0 depicted in Fig. 2. Leveled spectral

density is expected to follow a log-gamma distribution (Eq. 2) with variance Ψ3(k = 3) = 0.39

(Eq. 3). (a) Leveling according to H0(1,0) indicates that the 1/(1470 yr) is significant at the

α = 0.01 (dashed-dot line) confidence level, but (b) the sample variance is ψ = 0.87. (c,d)

Similar to a,b but where H0(1,1) indicates the 1/(1470 yr) peak is just significant relative to the

α = 0.05 confidence level (dashed line), and ψ = 0.38. (e,f) Under H0(3,2) the 1/(1470 yr) peak

is insignificant, and ψ = 0.35.

ing to H0(1,0) and even closer to 6 if using a higher-order representation of H0. Degrees187

of freedom are, thus, adequately approximated as equalling two times k in leveled time188

series.189
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All combinations of H0 involving p from 0 to 5 and q from 0 to 5 are considered,190

but for specificity three cases are focused upon: H0(1, 0) has been used previously, H0(1, 1)191

is an edge case that is significant at α = 0.01 but not α = 0.05, and results from higher-192

order processes are illustrated by H0(3, 2). Although ARMA models are fit in the time193

domain and time series leveled prior to spectral analysis, it is useful to plot the spectral194

representation of the ARMA process (Eq. 2). Each version of H0 considered here gives195

a smooth fit to the spectral estimate, but with the implied height of the 1/(1470 yr) peak196

above H0 diminishing with higher-order ARMA processes (Figure 2).197

The confidence level of a properly leveled spectral estimate is constant. For a sin-198

gle hypothesis test with k = 3 and α = 0.01 the confidence level is 1.03 above the mean,199

and for a multiple hypothesis version (Eq. 6) with N = 297 data points it is 1.46. For200

α = 0.05 the single and multiple hypothesis test confidence levels are, respectively, 0.74201

and 1.30. Units are suppressed because lnP is normalized by removing its sample mean.202

Removing the sample mean of lnP is equivalent to dividing P by its sample mean ex-203

cept that mean of the logarithm must be corrected for bias, such that spectral results204

are expressed as lnP −(lnP −b), where b is given in Section 2. The normalized value205

of lnP is expected to follow a log-gamma distribution centered on zero insomuch as H0206

is adequate. Normalization slightly reduces the degrees of freedom and increases the sig-207

nificance level, but this change is minor relative to differences among versions of H0.208

The spectral estimate obtained after leveling under H0(1,0) indicates that the 1/(1470209

yr) spectral peak is significant at α = 0.01 (Fig. 3a). The spectral estimate is not level,210

however, having a clear trend toward lower spectral density between millennial and shorter-211

period variations. This systematic structure calls into question the validity of confidence212

levels computed under the log-gamma assumption and is reflected in the fact that the213

variance of the leveled spectral estimate, ψ = 0.80, is more than twice that expected,214

Ψ3 = 0.39 (Fig. 3b).215

Leveling according to H0(1,1) gives a spectral estimate whose variance is close to216

that expected, ψ = 0.38, and the spectral peak at 1/(1470 yr) is then insignificant at217

the α = 0.01 level. Under H0(3,2) the residual variance is ψ = 0.35 and the 1/(1470218

yr) is insignificant even at α = 0.05. More generally, values of ψ are within 13% of Ψ3219

for all examined version of H0 with the notable exception of H0(1,0), which is 220% larger,220

and minor exception of H0(5,5), which is 16% lower. Only H0(1,0) indicates that the 1/(1470221
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yr) peak is significant at α = 0.01, and only H0(1,0), H0(1,1), and H0(1,2) indicate sig-222

nificance at α = 0.05.223

4 Simulated results224

Simulations are useful for purposes of better distinguishing among the different ver-225

sions of H0. H0(1,1) is simulated by realizing time-series according to the ARMA(1,1)226

coefficients fit to the GISP2 record. H1 is equivalently simulated but also contains a si-227

nusoidal contribution at the 1/(1470 yr) frequency. Innovations in the ARMA process228

are assigned unit variance and, for H1, the amplitude of the sinusoidal component is spec-229

ified to equal 1.125 such that, on average, 23% of the spectral energy resides within 1/1470±230

0.1/1470 yr−1, consistent with observational estimates (Figure 2). 104 realizations of H0231

and H1 are each evaluated using null models that are under specified, perfect, and, over-232

specified. For each trial, the spectral estimate at the 1/(1470 yr) frequency and the max-233

imum spectral estimate across frequency are recorded, where the latter is the focus on234

account of being in a multiple hypothesis testing regime.235

Leveling the simulated data using an under-specified model, H0(1,0), leads to a false236

rejection rate of H0 of 57% when assessing the significance of the maximum spectral es-237

timate (Fig. 4a). Given that the target false rejection rate is 1%, H0(1,0) is deeply flawed.238

Using the simulated α = 0.01 significance level under H0, as opposed to the value ob-239

tained assuming a log-gamma distribution, indicates that the 1/(1470 yr) peak is not sig-240

nificant. H0(1,0) results in a large residual spectral variance with an average ψ of 0.85,241

compared to an expected value of Ψ3 = 0.39 (Fig. 4b).242

Use of a perfect model, H0(1,1), results in a false rejection rate of 1.0%, as intended243

(Fig. 4c). These results support the accuracy of the multiple hypothesis testing correc-244

tion. The residual variance is similar to the expected values, averaging ψ = 0.41 (Fig. 4d).245

H0(1,1) results support the utility of the variance metric, ψ, in terms of its being dis-246

criminating and not strongly biased by the presence of a periodic component. The 99th247

percentile of ψ under H0(1,1) is 0.72, a value that 74% of the ψ realizations under H0(1,0)248

exceeds, indicating that deficiencies of a magnitude similar to those associated with H0(1,0)249

should be routinely identifiable. Furthermore, the mean of ψ under H1(1,1) is 0.46, or250

only 13% larger than under H0, indicating that the variance metric is not overly sensi-251
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Figure 4. Spectral analysis of synthetic data using different ARMA leveling processes. Sim-

ulated data is realized according to an ARMA(1,1) process fit to the GISP2 record and analysed

using the multitaper method. Time-series are variously leveled using (a,b) H0(1,0), (b,c) H0(1,1),

or (d,e) H0(3,2) null models. Panels a,c, and d each show two null distributions and one alter-

nate: the distributions of log spectral density at the 1/(1470 yr) frequency (H0, gray line), the

maximum value of each spectral analysis (H0, black line), and the distribution of 1/(1470 yr)

log spectral density from an alternate model including a 1470 yr periodic component (H1, black

dash-dot line). The 99% confidence level for H0 is shown based on the log-gamma distribution

(magenta vertical line) and as obtained from the synthetic realizations (black vertical lines). The

observed log spectral energy density is shown using colors that correspond with Figs. 2 and 3

(red, blue, or green). Panels b, d, and f show the distribution of variance of leveled spectra es-

timates (ψ, black curve), the expected variance (Ψ1, magenta vertical line), and the observed

variance (ψ; red, blue, or green vertical lines).
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tive to the presence of a moderate periodic component. If P was evaluated, instead of252

lnP , spectral estimates would average 70% larger under H1(1,1) than H0(1,1).253

H0(3,2) leads to over fitting. One result of over fitting is that the false rejection254

rate is low at 0.4% (Fig. 4e) and, another, that ψ averages 0.38, or slightly below Ψ3.255

Furthermore, H0(3,2) overlaps with H1(3,2) such that the test is essentially devoid of256

statistical power.257

These result do not necessarily imply that H0(1,1) is a better choice than H0(3,2)258

for the actual GISP2 δ18O data. A parallel set of synthetic studies shows that if the sim-259

ulated data is instead made from an ARMA(3,2) process fit to the GISP2 δ18O record,260

H0(1,1) is strongly biased towards rejecting the null, with a false rejection rate of 22%,261

and that H0(3,2) gives the least-biased results.262

5 Further discussion and conclusions263

A multitaper spectral estimate of GISP2 δ18O indicates a highly significant (p <0.01)264

spectral peak at 1/(1470 yr) if using a null model based on an ARMA(1,0) process, H0(1, 0)265

(Fig. 2,3a). H0(1, 0) is found to be inadequate, however, based upon the variance of the266

logarithm of the leveled spectral estimate being too large (Fig. 3b) and simulations in-267

dicating that the rate of false rejection is greater than 1 in 2 (Fig. 4a,b). Conversely, H0(1,1)268

and H0(3,2) indicate that the leveled spectral variance is consistent with expectations269

(Fig. 3d,f) and that the spectral peak is insignificant (Fig. 2,3c,e), with p >0.01 for H0(1,1)270

and p >0.05 for H0(3,2).271

It appears impossible to rule out the results of the higher-order versions of H0 on272

two accounts. First, the residual variance is consistent with the expected variance of the273

logarithm of the spectral power estimate in simulations using H0(1,1) or other combi-274

nations of higher-order ARMA processes, including H0(3,2) (Fig. 4). Second, an ARMA275

process is almost certainly under specified in certain respects given the complex dynam-276

ics associated with North Atlantic climate variability and its recording in Greenland δ18O277

(e.g. Guillevic et al., 2013; Rhines & Huybers, 2014). Absent a convincing physical model278

for climate forcing at a period near 1470 years or a climate system that would respond279

sensitively in a narrow band near 1/(1470 years), it appears best to regard GISP2 δ18O280

as entailing a detailed continuum of variability whose description requires an ARMA pro-281

cess higher than AR(1) and probably higher than ARMA(1,1).282
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A final considerations that vitiates against the 1/(1470 year) peak as being signif-283

icant is that only selection across frequencies has been considered in the current mul-284

tiple hypothesis testing regime. The number of hypotheses being tested could, however,285

be considered larger by some factor. The δ18O record from the Greenland Ice Core Project286

(GRIP), for example, shows no comparable peak, apparently because of using a flow-based287

age model as opposed to the layer-counted age model of GISP2 (Ditlevsen et al., 2005).288

Furthermore, spectral analysis is conducted on the epoch between 20-50 ka, whereas the289

Holocene does not show variability at 1/(1470 year). Other indicators of North Atlantic290

variability with approximately a 1500 year period were also found to be confined to a291

subset of the glacial interval (Obrochta et al., 2012). The number of combinations in-292

volving frequency, epoch, and choice of record is, thus, substantially larger than when293

considering frequency alone, but no specific correction is pursued because the main point294

is already made.295

The seeming prominence of the 1/(1470 year) peak can be understood as relating296

to its being selected upon the basis of its appearing unusually large, and its being em-297

bedded with a continuum of spectral variability whose structure is complex. In this view,298

rather than being a clue that the underlying mechanism involves quasi-periodicity, the299

1/(1470 year) spectral appears a red herring and should be ignored with respect to con-300

straining the processes that govern abrupt climate change.301
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